Surface plasmon assisted toxic chemical \( \text{NO}_2 \) gas sensor by Au / ZnO functional thin films
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Abstract. In this short communication, we propose a surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensor based on a ZnO / Au hybrid thin-film material structure and experimentally investigate its sensitivity improvement. The Kretschmann-based SPR sensor utilizes ZnO thin films and nanostructures for performance enhancement. The advancement in SPR technology relies on a low-cost, high-sensitivity, and high-selectivity sensor. Metal oxide (MO) has been incorporated into the SPR sensor to be used for detection of biological and chemical compounds. ZnO as one of the metal oxides is an attractive material due to its unique physical and optical properties. Numerous techniques for fabrication and characterization of ZnO on SPR gold substrate have been studied. The mechanism for gas and biomolecule detection depends on their interaction with the ZnO surface, which is mainly attributed to the high isoelectric point of ZnO. There are several types of ZnO nanostructures which have been employed for SPR application based on the Kretschmann configuration. In the future, the thin film and nanostructures of ZnO could be a potential application for miniature design, robust, high sensitivity, and a low-cost portable type of SPR biosensor to be used for on-site testing in a real-time and label-free manner. The present work includes the application of a developed SPR setup for gas sensing at room temperature using a specially designed gas cell. The change in the optical properties of dielectric layers (ZnO) with adsorption of gases (\( \text{NO}_2 \)) in order to develop an optical sensor has been presented. The obtained results emphasize the applications of an SPR setup for the study of interaction of adsorbed gas molecules, with dielectrics and gas sensing.

1 Introduction

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is the resonance for free electrons with collective oscillations in the metal surface when excited by the incident light, and the energy of the incident light would be absorbed by free electrons during the resonance, so that the energy of the output light would be decreased to some extent (Sharma et al., 2012; Homola et al., 1999; Nikitin et al., 1999). The decreasing degree of the output light is related to the incident light, and the SPR angle is the incident light as the output light is decreased to the minimum. The SPR can be excited in a variety of ways, such as prism coupling, grating coupling, and optical fiber coupling, and SPR has been extensively used in sensing of various physical, chemical, and biochemical parameters. The surface plasmon resonance biosensor (SPR biosensor) has a remarkable capability of real-time detection and monitoring of biomolecules (Nikitin et al., 1999; Wilde et al.,...
There are various factors that significantly affect the function of the SPR biosensor, which are needed to be considered for designing a stable and highly sensitive SPR biosensor. The two features, the high detection sensitivity and the good SPR peak for better precision, are critical to the function implementation of the SPR biosensor as well as its application. The SPR biosensor has been studied through the past 30 years.

Conductometric gas sensors exploiting semiconductor sensing materials are exclusively used for fabricating gas sensors due to a simple detection principle and easy sensor fabrication (Sharma et al., 2012; Homola et al., 1999; Nikitin et al., 1999; Wilde et al., 1997; Skalska et al., 2010; Dostálek et al., 2006; Kumar et al., 2014; Manikandan et al., 2016; Thanigai Arul et al., 2016; Paulraj et al., 2020; Saasa et al., 2015; Gaur et al., 2021; Paulraj et al., 2021). However, these types of sensors come with a few disadvantages, such as the requirement of a high operating temperature which results in consumption of high power with a poor selectivity. This paves the way for realizing efficient gas sensors which can operate at room temperature which is provided by optical sensors (Homola et al., 1999). SPR-based sensors have several merits, like simple fabrication, room temperature operation, and fast response at lower concentrations of toxic gases. Many researchers have exploited SPR-based sensors in Kretschmann configuration for detecting toxic gases by coating a suitable sensing film on the plasmonic metal (Nikitin et al., 1999; Wilde et al., 1997). The deposition of a gas-sensitive layer on the noble metal surface (excites surface plasmons (SPs) at the metal–dielectric interface) is the major requirement for SPR-based gas sensors whose refractive index changes in contact with the target gas, in turn bringing the variations in resonance parameters which are in correlation with the interacting gas molecule concentration.

NO$_2$ is a highly toxic gas dangerously affecting human health and also contributing to the formation of photochemical smog. The major sources of NO$_2$ gas include automobiles, thunderstorms, gas boilers, and industries (Skalska et al., 2010). Increase in the levels of NO$_2$ gas even after 20 ppm concentration is injurious to living beings as it can affect the upper respiratory tract and lungs badly (Dostálek et al., 2006). Thus, it is an urgent requirement to fabricate a highly efficient and sensitive NO$_2$ gas sensor.

The SPR-based NO$_2$ gas sensor requires the identification of a suitable sensitive coating. Wide band gap semiconductor materials such as SnO$_2$, WO$_3$, and ZnO are the suitable sensing materials which have been utilized extensively for realization of conductometric gas sensors for the detection of a number of toxic, dangerous and harmful gases, including NO$_2$, SO$_2$, CO, H$_2$S, and CO$_2$ for domestic, commercial, and industrial applications (Kumar et al., 2014; Mane et al., 2014; Cao et al., 2013). Amongst all the metal oxides, ZnO is an exclusive material with semiconducting, photo-conducting, piezoelectric, and pyroelectric properties suitable for applications in gas sensors (Hossain et al., 2005). Therefore, in the present work ZnO has been chosen as a sensing material for detection of NO$_2$ gas utilizing the SPR technique.

In the present work, variation in optical properties of gas-sensitive thin film (ZnO) with interaction of toxic gas (NO$_2$) have been monitored. The suitable sensing film, i.e., ZnO thin film, is deposited on Au-coated BK7 glass prisms using the radio frequency (R.F.) magnetron sputtering technique. SPR reflectance curves are obtained for different concentrations of NO$_2$ gas for the prism/Au/ZnO system in angular interrogation mode. The prepared sensor structure is investigated for selectivity corresponding to other interfering and interacting gases.

### 2 Experimental procedure and details

An angular interrogation method has been exploited to record the SPR reflectance in Kretschmann configuration where Au thin film (around 40 nm) was deposited on a BK-7 glass prism (right angled) to support the propagation of SPs at the prism/Au interface. An indigenously assembled SPR measurement system with a p-polarized light source (He–Ne laser light of wavelength 633 nm) was used to excite the SPs for the prism/Au/ZnO/air system. The reflected light from another face of the prism was monitored using a photodetector interface with the power meter as a function of the incident angle. The schematic of the laboratory-assembled SPR measurement system specially designed for gas-sensing applications is shown in Fig. 1, where a gas cell specially designed is placed on the prism table. The gas cell is provided with a window to couple the Au prism and gas-sensitive (ZnO) films so that the ZnO thin film is in the vicinity of the target gas molecules inside the gas cell. The complete scan of the SPR reflectance curve was acquired by inserting a particular concentration of the target gas of gas-sensing measurements. For the transient measurements, the photodetector is replaced by CCD where the whole prism/Au/ZnO system is fixed at a stage where the incident angle corresponds to the resonance angle and continuous variation in reflected intensity was recorded with increase in gas concentration. In order for the sensor (prism/Au/ZnO) to recover, a rotary pump is exploited to evacuate the chamber and fill in the fresh clean air. The selectivity of the sensor is also a crucial parameter which is observed by monitoring the interference with other gases, including H$_2$, NH$_3$, and LPG.

All the technical information regarding the growth of the ZnO thin film is given in Table 1, where the films were prepared by using R.F. magnetron sputtering with a constant thickness of 200 nm on an Au-coated glass prism for sensing applications and the experimental schematic figure shown in Fig. 1.
Figure 1. R.F. magnetron sputtering to grow the ZnO / Au thin films.

Table 1. Physical parameter for the growth of the ZnO thin film. Growth using R.F. magnetron sputtering.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>2 in. diameter zinc disc (99.999% pure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition of deposition gases/pressure</td>
<td>60 %: 40 % (Ar: O₂)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.F. power</td>
<td>40 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In situ annealing</td>
<td>250 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Thin films 200 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Results and discussion

The primary application of ZnO thin film for the SPR sensor was as a sensing layer for gas detection. Generally, selection of material for sensing a particular gas is determined by the interaction of its surface-active side formed by ions O⁻, O₂⁻, H⁺, and OH⁻ with gas molecules. An SPR-based gas sensor using ZnO is widely used for sensing for both reductive and oxidative gases. The key property of ZnO for gas sensing is the reversible interaction of its surface with the gas molecule due to covalent bonding or dipole–dipole interaction. As an n-type semiconductor, ZnO has a high level of defects to provide a good surface for gas molecule absorption. As the molecules of gas are absorbed on the ZnO surface, changes in the dielectric constant of the ZnO take place and result in refractive index changes. Figure 2 shows the experimental SPR reflectance curves (symbols) obtained for prism / Au / air and prism / Au / ZnO / air systems at a wavelength λ = 633 nm. The narrow SPR reflectance curve represents low absorption losses along with the longer propagation length of SPs, which is quantified by real and imaginary parts of the refractive index, i.e., n and k, respectively (Raether, 1988). Gold possesses stable optical and chemical properties, making it the most preferred metal for SP excitation at the metal–dielectric interface (Hutter et al., 2001). The prism / Au / air system as evident from Fig. 2 shows the res-
onance angle at 44.14° at $R_{\text{min}}$ (reflectance at the resonance position) of 0.213. The continuous curve shown in Fig. 2 indicates the theoretically fitted curve obtained by Fresnel's equations (Kooyman et al., 2008). The dielectric constant of air and glass prisms and the thickness of metal thin films have been used in the fitting. The values of dielectric parameters ($\varepsilon' + i\varepsilon''$) and refractive indexes ($n + ik$) of metal thin films are estimated by fitting the experimental SPR data (symbols in Fig. 2). The estimated values fairly correspond to the reported values (Bendavid et al., 1999) shown in Fig. 2. The reflectance data were recorded by the SPR setup in the angular interrogation mode using Kretschmann configuration. The SPR curve shows a shift in $\theta_{\text{SPR}}$ at higher angles after integrating the thin film of ZnO with a prism / Au structure. The observed shift in $\theta_{\text{SPR}}$ is due to a change in the interface from Au / air to Au / dielectric with another layer of ZnO of different dielectric constants.

The observed SPR reflectance curve (symbols) for prism / Au / ZnO system at $\lambda = 633$ nm is the experimental SPR data fitted with Fresnel’s equations while using the estimated value of the dielectric constant for 40 nm thin Au film ($-12.2 + i1.51$) and varying the value of the dielectric constant of the respective ZnO thin film as fitting parameters. For ZnO thin films, the values of the real part of the complex dielectric constant ($\varepsilon'$) and refractive index ($n$) were estimated at an incident higher wavelength of $\lambda = 633$ nm to be 3.24 and 1.8, respectively (Saha et al., 2009).

3.1 Response to NO$_2$ gas obtained by the prism / Au / ZnO as-prepared structure

The as-prepared sensor structure (i.e., prism / Au / ZnO / air system) with 200 nm thin ZnO film grown at 20 mTorr sputtering pressure is used for measuring the response to NO$_2$ gas utilizing the SPR technique. Figure 3a shows the SPR reflectance data obtained for prism / Au / WO$_3$ structure at $\lambda = 633$ nm at room temperature on exposure to the increasing concentration from 1 to 250 ppm of NO$_2$ gas. The SPR reflectance curve for the prism / Au / ZnO structure obtained in the ambient air (0 ppm) is also included in Fig. 3a for comparison. Linear variation in SPR angle ($\theta_{\text{SPR}}$) and minimum reflectance ($R_{\text{min}}$) with various concentrations of NO$_2$ gas are plotted in Fig. 3b as a function of NO$_2$ gas concentration, and it was observed that the values of both $\theta_{\text{SPR}}$ and $R_{\text{min}}$ were found to increase linearly from 44.8 to 58.5° and from 0.32 to 0.73, respectively (Fig. 3b).

This is because of the change in the optical properties of the sensing dielectric layer (i.e., ZnO thin film) in terms of refractive index due to adsorption of oxidizing NO$_2$ gas. The sensitivity of the NO$_2$ gas sensor using the ZnO / gold sensing layer was estimated to be 0.05 ± 0.0004°/ppm from Fig. 3b. The basic mechanism behind the detection of toxic chemical gases by the SPR-based optical gas sensor is explained clearly in Fig. 4. It is evident from the figure that SPR sensors work on the principle of change in SP dispersion conditions, which may be due to differences in the refractive index of two things: bulk media (i.e., change of air to NO$_2$ gas) and dielectric layer, i.e., ZnO thin film and related hybrid metal oxides explored recently (Maciak et al., 2005;
Figure 5. Panel (b) shows the linear variation in the sensing response ($\Delta R$) with the concentration of target gas (i.e., calibration curve of the sensor prism / Au / ZnO). The selectivity response of the prepared sensor is shown in Fig. 6, where the gas-sensing response is measured for other harmful gases like NH$_3$, LPG, and H$_2$ of 250 ppm concentration.

Manikandan et al., 2016; Thanigai Arul et al., 2016; Paulraj et al., 2020; Saasa et al., 2015).

3.2 Transient response of the prepared sensor structure: prism / Au / ZnO

The gas-sensing measurements made in the dynamic mode shown in Fig. 5a indicate the change in reflectance for the prism / Au / ZnO system in the resonance position for varying concentrations from 0.5 to 250 ppm. The response cycle as evident from the figure is shown by the rise in the reflectance value (at fixed $\theta$) to a stable high value (saturation) after the insertion of target gas molecules. From Fig. 5a, the sensor regains its original value of minimum reflectance ($R_{\text{min}}$) just after removing the target gas (i.e., NO$_2$ gas) from the gas cell during the recovery cycle.

Recently, recent work has been attempted for the same research group, with various metal oxides, dielectric matrix groups, polymers blended with metals, and SPR-based metals core-shell structures used to detect the different chemical gas vapors (Manikandan et al., 2016; Thanigai Arul et al., 2016; Paulraj et al., 2020; Saasa et al., 2015; Gaur et al., 2021; Paulraj et al., 2021).

4 Conclusion

The SPR technique has been effectively used for monitoring the change in dielectric properties of semiconducting hybrid thin films (ZnO / Au) on exposure to NO$_2$ gas for fabricating an efficient gas sensor. A high sensing response is obtained using ZnO thin film of thickness of about 200 nm with increase in the concentration range from 0.5 to 250 ppm of NO$_2$ gas. The prepared optical gas sensor indicates the quick response (1 s) and also the recovery towards the target gas. The sensitivity of the prepared sensor is found to be 0.091°/ppm, and selectivity studies were done with other gases like NH$_3$, LPG, and H$_2$. The measurement of gas sensing in real time also confirmed that our SPR device responded the NO$_2$ gas. Even this system needs to be improved to obtain more systematic results of the selectivity, sensitivity, reversibility, and stability; these results open up the possibility of the NO$_2$ gas detection using a ZnO / Au-based SPR sensor at room temperature.
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